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About This Game

Bounce Rescue! is a challenging 2D sidescrolling game of action, puzzles and platforming.

Single-player

50 challenging levels

5 boss fights
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5 different worlds

16 characters (if unlocked)

3 difficulty levels (easy, normal, impossible)

Time Attack -mode

Multi-player

2-4 local players

2-player co-op in story mode (NEW)

16 characters (if unlocked)

Deathmatch -mode

Capture the Flag -mode

Survive -mode

Many multiplayer maps

Supports gamepad / Customizable keyboard keys.

Plot

The Evil Devil has landed on earth with the intention of taking over the world.

He will not get away with it as easily as he thought, for he has to take on the skillful Bounce Rescue! team, who will do anything
to protect the earth. However, the Evil Devil manages to capture most of the team and escape to Darkland.

Outraged by this, the team goes on a mission to save their captured members from the Evil Devil. You can help the Bounce
Rescue! team to release the captives and save the earth.
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Bitecore Ltd.
Publisher:
Bitecore Ltd.
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018
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I've had my eye on this game since shortly before its release, however because the lack of reviews, particularly from paying
customers, I hesitaded to make the purchase. As soon as I saw it went on sale for -50% I jumped on the opportunity to make the
purchase, and I have no regrets. The game certainly has a very lighthearted and cartoonish atmosphere but don't let that fool you,
for there's plenty of challenge to be had. There's also a nice amount of level variety as well as gameplay modifiers, like pickups
and boosts and so on. The controls take some getting used-to, because the characters hop and timing your jumps is very
important, but once you get a feel for it you shouldn't have a problem, infact you can even take advantage of the hopping by
timing your jump for when the character is at the apex of the hop so you gain that extra height (Jump height+hop height). I
certainly recommend this game to anyone looking for a challenging yet lighthearted platformer, especially at its curant sale
price, which has the added bonus of "local multi-player", which I personally haven't had the opportunity to try, The only thing at
this point that I might suggest adding to the game, which might already be included and since I'm not that far into the game yet
perhaps I just haven't made it that far, would be the option to unlock or purchase better weapons or even just different weapons
with different behaviors. Hope this helps atleast a few people whom like myself were on the fence about buying the game...
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